
For immediate release 
Native American Music Award Winning Reggae Band, Innastate, Embarks on an 

Exciting Pacific Northwest Tour 

Santa Fe, NM - September 1, 2023: Innastate, the renowned reggae band from New Mexico’s 
high desert, is embarking on their first Pacific Northwest tour. Their unique brand of indigenous 
reggae has earned them numerous 
accolades, making this tour a highly 
anticipated event for reggae enthusiasts 
and Innastate fans from the Pacific 
Northwest. Innastate has dates in Seattle, 
Portland, and Oakland, Innastate is 
primed to bring their high energy, vibrant 
performances to new audiences.


Innastate's Tour Highlights


Seattle: High Dive (9/4/2023) 

A Night of Music and Unity

Innastate will kick off their tour at 
Seattle’s High Dive, sharing the stage with 
talented Native American bands 
Khu.éex’ (Pacific Northwest) and 
Phoenix-based One Way Sky. This 
collaboration promises to be a night of 
musical fusion and unity, as these like-minded artists come together to create an unforgettable 
experience for their audience.


Portland: Alberta Abbey (9/8/2023) / Jim Pepper Festival (9/9/2023) 

Innastate makes their way to Portland for an exclusive show at the world famous Alberta 
Abbey, then the Jim Pepper Festival (named after the legendary Native American jazz 
saxophonist, and celebrates indigenous music, arts, and culture). Innastate will undoubtedly 
jubilate festival-goers as they pay homage to Jim Pepper’s rich musical legacy.


Oakland: Indigenous Red Market (9/10/2023)

 The tour’s final leg takes Innastate to Oakland’s Indigenous Red Market. This vibrant market 
celebrates indigenous artisans, musicians, and entrepreneurs. Their invigorating music will 
provide the perfect backdrop for visitors to immerse themselves in the cultural richness of 
Native American heritage and support local indigenous businesses.


Innastate’s Native American reggae is unique: With infectious rhythms and compelling lyrics, 
their performances create an exhilarating atmosphere filled with positive vibes. Audiences are 
swept away by their virtuosic sets that inspire both dancing and introspection.

Innastate's quick Pacific Northwest tour will be an unforgettable experience for their audiences; 
The award-winning music will undoubtedly leave them craving more. Innastate invites you to 
join them on their journey, discover their stories, and connect with attuned individuals in the 
power of music and community.


For more information contact:

management@innastate.net 


Adrian Wall +1 (505) 250-4280 Rylan Kabotie +1 (505) 331-5120 

www.innastate.net


###

INNASTATE  
Left to right, Adrian Wall (Guitar/Vocals), Romeo Alonzo (Sax/
Keys), Rylan Kabotie (Bass/Vocals), Lawrence Bailon (Drums), 

Mike  Davis (trombone/vocals)  

http://www.innastate.net

